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A SUR\|EY OF REGULARITY CONDITIONS AND

THE SIMPLICITY OF PRIME FACTOR RINGS

GARY F. BIRKENMEIER

Abstract. In thb pper wc tun)ey t:lu rcteatti', ptt atd pnrrcnt, uhich irutec-
tifia tlu rclodiotu bctwenn oa'diou geruratrzrdiotu ol oon Ncumann rcgtbrity
ard tfu cotdition thd all primc lutor nrqe ol a 'ilng an dmple (cpio&rtly,
eocry pnoper pimc i&al it m,orirmnl).

1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout all rings are associative, but may not necessarily have
a unity. All prime ideals are assumed to be proper and p(.R) denotes
the prime radical of a ring n. A ring is said to satisfy wtif every prime
ideal is maximal.

The following problem has attracted some interest over a period of at
least twenty-five years:

what are the connections betwcen the pn condition ond uarious
generolizotiona of uon Neumann regulority?

In this paper we will discuss this problem from its origins to recent
results. Since this paper is expository in nature we will emphasize the
historical development of the problem through theorems and examples,
however few proofs will be included. The proofs can be found in the
referenced literature.

we will need the following definitions throughout our discussion.
Let .R be a ring. Then R is said to be:

(i) regular if o € tRa, for all r € R;

(ii) r-regular if for every a € R there exists a positive integer n,
depending on fr, such that rn e anRnn;
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(iii) strongly r-fegulor if for every r € R there exists a positive

integer n, depending on c, such that ct € r"*L Ri

(i") biregulorif < x ): eR for all a € R, where 1r ) denotes

the ideal in .R generated by r and e is a central idempotent;

( " )  r ight  ( le f t )  weoHy regular i f  t€r<n > ( "€< n> n)  for  a l l

s € R ;

("i) right (left) wealcly r-regulor if for every r € R there exists a

positive integer z, depending on c, such that zt e on 1 rn >

(r "  e< n"  > ,n) .

An excellent reference for regular rings is [1a]. Any strongly zr-

regular ring is r-regular. In [tt] the strongly zr-regular condition is

shown to be left-right symmetric. Also, any ring with d.c.c. on princi-

pal right (left) ideals is strongly regular. Any simple ring with unity or

any comrirutative regular ring is biregular. Right (left) weakly regular

rings were introduced in [tO] and are also called right (left) fully idem-

potent. Note if a commutative ring is right (or left) weakly regular,

then it is regular. All biregular rings are left and right weakly reg-

ular. Recently Andruszkiewicz and Puczylowski [1] have shown that

right weakly regular rings need not be left weakly regular. Right (left)

weakly zr-regular rings were introduced in [15].

It can be shown that the cla"ss of prz rings is closed under homo-

morphisms, ideals, and direct sunu [8]. Although every nonzero prime

ideal is mucimal in the integers, this ring does not satisfy lrre since zero

is a prime ideal. However, a straightforward argument yields that every

ring which is biregular or has d.c.c. on right ideals satisfies prz.

2. EARLY RESULTS

In 196g, the first clearly established equivalence between pn and

regularity seetns to have been made by Storrer lZZl in the following

result.

Theorem 2.1. If R is o commutative ring with unity, then the fol-
lowing conditions ore equiualent:

(i) R rs r-regular;
' (ii) RIP(R) is resularl
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(iii) R sotisfies pn.

Now there are two ways of generalizing the cornrnutative condi-
tion: (i) one can consider extending the properties which depend on
the commutative identity to the class of polynomial identity, P.I, rings;
or (ii) one can attempt to extend the structural properties of the ideals
of a commutative ring. In 1974, Fisher and snider [rz], generalized
Storrer's result to PI rings with the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let R bc o PI ring. Thcn, thc lollouing ore eqaiva-
Ient:

(i) n rs n-rcgulorl

(ii) ench primc ideal ol R ia primitive;

(iii) R sotiafics 1nt;
(i") R ia lcft (risht) r-regulorl

(t) RIP(R) rs r-resulorl

("i) eoch primc lactor ring of R ia regulor.

Recall a ring is left (right) duoif eyery left (right) ideal is an ideal.
A ring is duo if it is both left and right duo. In L977, using the sec-
ond approach to generalizing commutativity, chandran [ro] extended
Storrer's result to duo rings with the next theorem.

Theorem 2.8. Lct R be a duo ring uith unitg. Thcn R is r-regutar
if ond onlg il R sotisfiee pn.

.. Within a year, Hirano [t7] had extended Chandran's result to
onesided duo rings not necessarily having a unity. He obtained the
follorving result as a corollary of a more general theorem.

Theorem 2.4. Il R ia a right (or left) duo, then the following orc
e4uivolcnt:

(i) R is atrongly n-rcgulorl

(ii) R rc r-regvlarl

(iii) R is rigl* ueaHy r-rcgulorl

(i") J ia nil ail RIJ ia r-regular, whue J is thc Jacobson rodical
of R;
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(") RII is r'regular for some nil ideol I;

("i) RIP(R) is stronglY regulorl

(vii) R eotisfies pn;

(viii) caerV completely prime id'eal of R is moximal;

(i*) (R)r, the lult n-by-n motrin ring over R, is strongly r-regulor

(n - -  Lrzr . . . ) .

In Hira^no's paper [fZ], he also considered the condition when the prime

ideals of a ring are morimal one-sided ideals.

In 1985, Yao [Zl] called a ring R weakly right duo if for every a € R

there is a natural number z, depending on o, such that the right ideal

generated by o' is a two'sided ideal. A ring .B is called a bounded weoHy

r igh t  duo i f  t he re i sanumber  M such tha t  n1M fo ra l l o€ .8 .  He

eh6n1's by examples that these definitions are nontrivial generalizations

of the definition of a right duo ring. He proves the following results.

Thoorem 2.6. Let R be o weoHy right duo ring with unity. If R

caticfics 1nn, then R is r-regulor.

Thorem 2.6. A bounded weoHy right d,uo ring with unity is r-regular

if ond only if R sotiefi'es Pn.

3. RECENT RESULTS

In 1gg1, Belluce [6, Theorem 7] defined a condition (qc) for rings
with unity which is equivalent to biregula,rity when the ring is semiprime
and satisfies Ftn. He uses this result to prove the following theorem.
(Recall a reduced ring is one with no nonzero nilpotent elements).

Theorem g.l. Let R bc o rcducd ring with unity. Assumc RIP is a
cimplc ring lor cvery minimal prime ideal P. Then R is biregular.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem
3.1 .

Corollary 8.2. Let R bc o reduced ring with unity. Then R sotisfies

Fn;l ond onlg it R is biregulor.
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In 1992, Beidar and wisbauer, apparently unawa.re of Belluce's
paper, defined properly semiprime rings with unity [a]. using this con-
cept they announced in [e] the following result as a corollary to a more
general theorem.

Theorem 3.8. Lct R be a rduced ring uith unitg. Then the loltowing
are equiudcnt:

(i) R is biregular;

(ii) R is left weaHy regulorl

(iii) R satisfies 1nt.

The proof of rheorem 3.3 and other related results appear in [s].
Also in 1993, Birkenmeier, Kim, and Park [7], unaware of Bel-

luce's paper [o] ot the announcement of Beidar and wisbauer, proved
the following results with methods different from those of [b] or [6].

Theorem 8.1. Lct R be o rducd ring uith unity. Then the fottiwing
arc equivolent:

(i) n ie wuHy regularl

(ii) R ic right ueoHy r-regulary

(iii) R sotisfiec pn;

(i") cacrg prime loctor ring ol R is a simplc domain.

Note that Theorem 3.4 generalizes the well known result that
when I is a reduced ring with unity then ^R is regular if and only if
evel.y prime factor ring is a division ring.

Corollary 8.5. Lct R be a ring with unitg such thot P(.,?) equols the
set ol nilpotent clemcnts ol R. Thcn the folloving arc equiuolent:

(i) RIP(R) ia wcaHs resularl

(ii) RIP(R) ia risht wenHy r-resularl

(iii) R aatisfies pn.

A routine argument shon's that Storrer's result, Theorem 2.1, is
a special case of Corollary 3.5.

In comparing the recent results with the earlier ones, we observe
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that a simple domain with unity which is not a division ring (e.g., a

Weyl algebra over a field of characteristic zero [ZO]) is biregular and

hence 1ree. This fact is not accounted for in the earlier results since

such aring is neither PI,nor weakly right (or left) duo, nor ?r-regular.

However simple domains with unity provide examples for Corollaty 3.2,

Theorem 3.3, and Theorem 3.4.

Furthermore the earlier results seem to emphasize the n-regu-

lar condition whereas the recent results emphasize the weakly regular

condition.

The following examples will give some indication of the limits of

the current theory.

Example 9.6. ll2, Example 1]. Let R consist of all sequences of 2-by-

2 matrices over a field which are eventually strictly upper triangular.

This ring is semiprime and it satisfies pn,blut R is not regular.

Exomple 9.7. The ring of endomorphisms over a countably infinite

dimensional vector space provides a ring which is regular but does not

satisfy prn.

Example 9.8. 16, p.18651. Let .R be the ring of all sequences of 2-by-2

matrices over a field which are eventually diagonal. Then R is regular

and satisfieslrln, but R is not biregular.

The next example is a generalization of [7, Example 12]. It shows

that the regularity properties of RIP(R) in Corollary 3.5 cannot nec-

essarily be lifted to .R.

Eromple g.g. Let w be a simple domain with unity which is not a

division ring. Let .R be the 2-by-2 upper triangular matrix ring over I'7.

Clearly, P(E) is the set of nilpotent elements of .R and R IP(R) = W @W
is a biregular (hence weakly regular) ring. We claim that R is neither
left nor right weakly zr-regular. To see this let nW be a nonzero proper

right ideal of W and assume .B is right weakly r-regular. Then there
exists n such that

[ ; ll" € [; l]""1; ll""
Observe
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rnw s"-LW Io .l '

[; t]"
[r T'] l; :l [";

fo r  o ,  b rc r l t  ru rw €  W and n

I  E 1l -  |  c,nWnnW n"Wr"-rWl
L o  o l - L  o  o  l '

:  
[T T ' ] ,  and

T'] f; ;] .l'o"w;"w
> 1. Therefore

Hence frn-r :  o'a, where a € Wa"-rW. So co-r( l  - co) : g.
Then 1 € rw, a contradiction! Therefore R is not right weakly r-
regular. Similarly, r? is not left weakly zr-regular.

Example 3.6 shows that if a ring .R is semiprime and it satisfies
pnt it is not necessarily regular. However, corollary B.E gives some
support that such a ring may be one-sided weakly r-regular. our next
example, which is a generalization of [7, Example lB], shows that this,
in general, is not the ca.se.

Erample 9.70. Let w be a simple domain with unity which is not a
division ring. Let R be the ring of all sequences of 2-by-2 matrices over
17 which are eventually constant upper triangular. A routine argument
shows that r? is semiprime. The proof that .R satisfies pnr is the same
as that given in [7, Example 13].

To see that R is neither right nor left weakly n-regular, let s € .B

such that the first componen* * l; I l, *n"r" aw isa nonzero proper
right ideal of r?, and zero in all i;"r"*-ponents of s. Then as in the
previous example s^ q s* Rs^ R, for any positive integer nz. similarly,
R is not left weakly zr-regular.

In spite of the above examples, the work of Belluce and Beidar
and Wisbauer on semiprime rings suggests that further results are pos-
sible. The author with Jin Yong Kim and Jae K. Park have decided to
attempt to extend the current results to rings which are not necessarily
semiprime. corollary 3.5 and Example 3.9 suggest that one needs to
find conditions which are stronger than the condition that the prime
radical equals the set of nilpotent elements. The following result is a
corollary of our main result in [a, Theorem 8.4].
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Theorem 3.11. Let R be a r ing with unity suchthat P(n) equals the

set of nilpotent elements of R, and euery idempotent element of R is

central. Then the following are equiualent:

(i) R is wealcly n-regular;

(ii) R is right weakly r-regularl

(iii) RIP(R) is biresular;

(i") RIP(R) is right weakly n-regular;

(") R satisfies ptt;

("i) euery prime lactor ring of R is a simple domain;

(vii) for each prime id'eal P of R, P : {o € ,? | anb: O for so,ne
positiue integer n and some 6 e R\P);

(viii) for each a e R there erists a positive integer m such that R:

Ra^R * rt.annih(o^).

Our last example is a ring R with unity in which P(R) equals the

set of nilpotent elements, every idempotent is central, and it satisfies
prn; but it is not n-regular and is neither right nor left weakly regular.

However, by Theorem 3.11, it is weakly n-regular.

Example 9.12 I8l. Let W be a simple domain with unity which is not

a division ring, and let

R: { l :  1 l  l " ,b  €  r ,v }  .
l . L o  a l  )

Clearly, P(l?) equals the set of nilpotent elements of R; and since 0 and

I are the only idempotents of .R, all idempotents are central.

claim 1: R satisfies prz, since P(R) is the unique maximal ideal of R.

Claim 2: R is not zr-regular.

Proof. Let a I O and a + L. Then

[ ;

o")" r lZ 3 ] 
"" 

l; : I 
"' ror anv positive integer n '

.R is neither right nor left weakly regular, since [P(R)]' : O.Claim 3:
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In [zr], shin introduces the class of almost symmetric rings. This
class provides interesting examples of rings in which the prime radical
equals the set of nilpotents and every idempotent is central. The above
example is shown to be almost symmetric in [a].

Finally we note that sun in [zr] has mentioned the probrem of:

biregular : bnn)+?

He has also ibiiked at conditions similar to the prz condition. Armen-
dariz has announced some results in [2] which concern the basic prob-
lem discussed in this paper. Menal has considered n-regular rings whose
primitive factor rings are artinian in Ita]. Yue chi Ming has written ex-
tensively on regular rings and his recent paper [zs] has some interesting
results on biregular rings. Recentlg Camillo and Xiao have obtained
a result [9, Theorem 6] which extends Theorems 8.3 and 8.4. In turn,
Theorem 3.11 extends their result [9, Theorem 6]. Finally, the author
has recently found that in [lo] Gupta introduced the concept of a s-
weakly regular ring and used it to obtain connections between weak
regularity and the pnr condition.
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